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Sam

by Michael Seeligson
michael.seeligson@student.utdallas.edu
As UTD goes through a transition phase, it is
easy to overlook the people behind the scenes.
But they make the university fonction . '!hey
are the framework that takes a $300 million
project and turns it into a reality.
We would like to say thank you.
'!his semester we'll highlight a few of these
spectacular people who have given so much to the
university.

Without Sam Eicke, the grass would
grow out of control, the flowers would
wilt and our concrete jungle of a university
would go the way ofJumanji.
Sam Eicke, landscape supervisor, keeps
things under control. He is literally the
man behind the scenes when it comes to
the physical maintenance of the university.
Mr. Eicke works with and monitors
all of the crews that work on the school's
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grounds, performing tasks ranging from
cutting the grass to assisting in the con. struction of the Classroom Building
West.
Mr. Eicke started at UTD as a crewmember with an !rrigation license, laying
piping and hosing for sprinkler systems.
From that August in 1987, he has seen almost twenty hot Texas summers and has
worked his way up to supervisor of all the
crews.
One of Sam's favorite aspects of his job
is its variety, since he "doesn't have to do
the same thing every day."
Sam and I sat down in his heavilyloaded pickup truck one morning after he
and his crew had just laid a new sidewalk
for CBW. Dusty, hot, and a little bit tired,
Mr. Eicke looked pleased with the job.
He said with pride, "I've heard that I
am difficult to deal with."
Though probably true, Mr. Eicke's difficult nature is a very good thing for the
university, since he works with the contractors that come to campus to lay concrete, move dirt and any do other grounds
work that is outsourced.
Mr. Eicke said he always makes sure
that the contractors do what they are supposed to and don't cut any corners.
Though Mr. Eicke may not see himself as a politician, his difficult nature is
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limited strictly to contract work and he
is very popular among his coworkers and
employees.
Student Ambassador Richard Voit
noted that for O ozeball last spring, Mr.
Eicke and his crew built the mud volleyball courts.
"Mr. Eicke was fantastic," Mr. Voit said.
"H e always had a great attitude and it was
clear that he really wanted the courts and
event to succeed. It was so much more
than a job."
Mr. Eicke pointed out that after building the courts, he joined]. Michael Coleman, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, and
other faculty and staff to soundly beat the
Student Government Association and
student leaders.
For Mr. Eicke the most exciting change
to campus since he arrived has been the
change in culture. He said that building
the Activity Center especially shows that
"not only do we have the smartest students around, but they like to play sports
as well."
As a testament to his character, Mr.
Eicke was the first recipient of the Staff
Council CARE Award, created to recognize staff who have demonstrated superior
performance, offered outstanding customer service and performed acts which have
enhanced the image of the University.

Additionally, he was recognized!
Outstanding Business Affairs Em.
for the Second Qyarter in 2004.
Next time you walk past a crew1
new sidewalk, mowing the grass or1
ing a new flowerbed, let them kna
you appreciate their work. Sam 2
crews certainly receive a hearty Tl
YOU from the staff at A Modest P~
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Social Commentary

by Ben Dower
kaiser.benjamin@gmail. com
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One thing that I've noticed over the
last few weeks is the people walking
around campus in Che Guevara shirts.
It's not that I find it personally offensive, but it is troubling. These people are advertising a murderer and insurgent as if he were a
pop star.
I think a lot of the Che supporters can be excused for their ignorance; I assume a lot of them
don't really know who Che Guevara was beyond
his name and image. They probably don't know
anything about his part in the revolution or the
brutalities he committed. These people just wear
the shirts because it's "retro" or it:s part of a college
campus leftist sub-culture.
However there are individuals who are genuine
Che followers, who know all about the revolution,
his record of murder, and give him a pass. The argument I've heard presented goes something like:
"he rejected a comfortable background to fight for
global revolution''- so he's off the hook for murder and torture in their minds. Che was a guerilla
fighter who waged war for a socialist cause and as
a result he's a hero for some self-styled radicals.
Even worse, many of these same supporters
can be found at protests against the Iraq war.
I would know, I've seen them at war protests
in Austin. Heck, I am friends with some of
them. Many of the same people that can be
found with the Che on their chest are just as
inclined to wear the familiar "War Doesn't
Solve Anything" shirt.
That sends a message of hypocrisy: it's
okay for a socialist guerilla to wage war, but
for George Bush or any other major power
to wage war is wrong. Whether our wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq were prompted
by oil, weapons of mass destruction, or
promoting democracy, the fact is that at
this moment we are attempting to build
stable governments that represent the
people. Maybe it won't work out. Maybe
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it was a mistake to begin with. But both Cuba and
the Congo haven't exactly turned out
that great, either.
Even if the Che supporter in ques
tion isn't a war protestor, it seems strange
to be endorsing someone who person
ally tortured and executed between 200
and 500 people at La Cabana Fortress
prison. According to Che, "a revolution
ary must become a cold killing machine
motivated by pure hate."
Why is it socially acceptable to wear
something endorsing a man like this?
Why doesn't anyone ever say something?
Someone would definitely take offense if I wore
a Nixon shirt. Watergate was terrible, but few
would argue that it was worse than torture and
murder.
I think part of the reason the Che people
get a pass is that it's considered part of Cuban
culture or part of a larger Hispanic culture. But
that shouldn't make professional terrorism "cool."
Just because something is multicultural does not

' ' To send men to the
firing squad, judicial

proof is unnecessary.,'
mean it's beyond criticism. I have a little bit of
Irish in my blood, but would it be okay ifi wore
a pro Sinn Fein shirt? I certainly hope not.
In principle I am a strong supporter of
multiculturalism. But people are too quick to
jump onto the bandwagon and call them
selves heterogeneous and enlightened. It's
just not that simple. Excusing violence and
murder because it's part of a different cul
ture or cause just doesn't make sense.
I know some people will point out the
dictatorships the US has propped up or
the mass murder of N ative Americans.
But that just doesn't excuse someone
from advertising C he Guevara be
cause he's trendy. When you do that,
you end up advocating the atrocities
he committed.
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by Aidan Skoyles
skoyles@student.utdallas.edu
As promised in the September AMP
story about the $280,000 that came from
Waterview renters and went into the Starbucks' pot, I have delved further into the
legalistic quagmire that surrounds the Waterview Park complex.
Luca Finocchiaro, First Worthing's market manager, has told me he does not feel
that spending "time and energy on areas
that have already been reviewed [by the
Waterview Commission are not] in the best
interest of the residents, the University and
all other concerned parties."
I might agree with the third of that
list. I'm guessing that one concerned party
might be a certain Bob Utley, Chairman of
the First Worthing Corporation, the friendly family company that receives 5% of your
rent from all phases to manage the complex
and will probably do so for the next 30 years
unless things go horribly sour.
Steven Utley (Bob's bro?) is the President and CEO of First Worthing and interestingly, his wife Ann Utley is the president of the Utley Foundation, a benevolent,
philanthropic-sounding entity set up in
October 2003 to perform a bit of real estate
wizardry that may have netted his family a
significant chunk of change in the form of
tax free investments and guaranteed Waterview's business to his apartment company
for decades. He uttered the famous quote
(though he eventually apologized) in the
Dallas 0 bserver earlier this year: "Because
a lot of the foreign stUdents cook fish and
curry, it's embedded in the walls. We have
to rip the carpet out at turnover."
(I shared a delightful meal of fish yesterday evening with my Vietnamese roommate and his evacuated friends from U of
H at Clearlake. I dare say not a bit of fish
ended up embedded in any walls.)
I don't know why people are worried

These documents, obtained through Federal open records show the
tax-free status of the Utley Foundation which owns Phases I-IV. The
document lists president Ann Utley wife of First Wothing's chairman, and treasurer, Bob Lovitt, former UTD VP for Business Affairs.
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about it. UTD administration officials have
told me that my name has come up in the
administration-wing hallways. People in
suits are talking about this story, and they
wish I'd go away.
I met with Dr. Larry Terry, the interim
vice president for business affairs. He has
replaced Bob Lovitt - a balding, bulging,
golfing businessman in all respects - who
ended his 19-year tenure as Business Mfairs VP this summer and is now VP for
finance and administration at Texas A&M
Corpus Christi. Dr. Terry initially professed
full cooperation and openness with me. Yes,
I'm willing to help in any way I can, he told

me. But after his associate turned over a few
initial contracts, his office has decided to require Freedom oflnformation Ac,t requests
for further documents. For a public entity,
all their documents are publicly accessible
so they have to get them for me, but this
is just another attempt to try and kill the
story. To make my investigations difficult.
To make me go away.
There are strange forces at work here.
There are multiple questions that have
come up with regard to Waterview. The
Starbucks question - why did we pay so
much for it?, the Utley Foundation question - wh.o are they, what do they do, and

how many potential dollars has it funneled
from the university to the Utleys?, and the
larger overriding question as to whether or
not UTD is receiving the equity it deserves
to receive from the land assets which were
given to the state in the initial 600 acre
endowment that created the University of
Texas at Dallas back in the '60s.
Consider the following. According to
figures provided by Dr. Terry's office (see
table on facing page), UTD receives only
one tenth of the dollars from Phases I-IV
(-$370k), the phases the Utley Foundation owns, that it does from Phases V-IX
($3.6 million), which it owns. That comes
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from our rents, and most of the Phase I-IV
revenue goes into the debt service from a
$55 million bond issue from th ~ Anson
Educational Facilities Corporation.
Which brings us to the next interesting point - the bond issue. In the beginning, a private group of investors (The Utley
Group?) built the first few phases of Waterview. They had loans from the bank and
were paying them back.
But then, in 2002, they managed to transfer the ownership from the private group to
the non-profit Utley Foundation. According to the details of the bond, the Anson
Educational Facilities Corporation issued
$55,405,000 in revenue bonds to Waterview Park Apartments LLC who would on
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Waterview Revenues to UTD

Utley Foundation Revenues

(Fiscal Year 2005)

(Estimated from Anson bond issuan ce, 2005)

or before Oct. 1, 2003 transfer the bonds to ,...-:;;;:r::::::~~~S;;~=~G;;]l_"'·
"the Utley Foundation, a non profit corporation organized ... for the benefit of, but
not controlled by, the University."
According to its IRS tax filings, the
Foundation, of which Ann Utley is director,
exists for the "exclusive" benefit of the university, but Utley & co likely get something
out of it too. Bob Lovitt, former UTD vicepresident is (was?) also the Utley Foundation's Treasurer.
For starters, these bonds are tax-free.
They are issued under the purview of the
Texas Education Code, Chapter 53, Section 34 (trust me, I read it). They exist to
"enable the borrower to acquire, construct, snag the old
enlarge, extend, repair, renovate, or oth- phases, thereby garnering
erwise improve an educational facility or access to more revenue from its
housing facility or any facility incidental, rightful land assets?
subordinate, or related to or appropriate in
Because the UT System shot it
connection with an educational facility or
Was this because the price was
housing facility."
Or thanks to rumors that a
And all this is legal thanks to a might- Utley might make a donation to an
ily convenient change in the law (none of funded (and under-construction)
this appears to be illegal, or new news for Management.
The UT System tasked UTD with
that matter). These revenue bonds became
effective on June 20, 2003. By October the ing $8 million to complete the project,
Foundation was created, the issue made, as the opportunity for a Phase I-IV
and everyone went home happy. Phew.
out to the System, there could have
But these bonds also enabled the holder other forces at work. The System lets
of current bonds to transfer a presumably take the old phases, the school gets its SoM
weighty tax load to one that is tax-free. named, and everyone walks home happy.
Utley got his contract. UTD never got a
According to Chapter 53, Section 47: "Because the property owned by authority will named SoM, though the building has been
be held for educational purposes only and finished, and the $8 million deficit has not
will be devoted exclusively to the use and totally been raised, UTD officials told me.
benefit of the students, faculty, and staff
Bob Utley, called a "slum lord" by at
members of an accredited institution of least one UTD administrator, is an elusive
higher education, it is exempt from taxation character. Finocchiaro won't talk to me
of every character." Cha-ching ($$$).
anymore, although he hasn't answered my
But consider what happened. The older questions .
There's more to this. I had another chat
phases were up for bid, and Utley sold them
to his wife. Why didn't UTD jump in and with Anson Mayor Isbell and will speak

Men behind
the Mystery

.Robert K. Utley Ill
","e 'chairman ·
Mr. Utley is responsible for leading
the ?tuderlt Housing division of
First Wc.>rthing. He is also a former
chairma'n of the Higher Education
Legislative Political Action Com
mittee.
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next week with Ann Levy, the Houston attorney representing the town of Anson.
I also plan to call in some serious jour
nalistic help (Lord knows I need it), from
the friendly folks at Southern Methodist
University. Professor Fluorny is interested.
He helped the class with the Observer
story 'The Dorm From Hell" earlier this
year.

Steven R. Utley
~?resident and CEO
Mr. Utley oyersees the operation of
FirstWorthing, and has also headed
apriy<jt~ly helg · r~al estate)nvest
merit company. Mr. Utley received
his bachelor's degreefrom South
ern Methodist University.
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I Global Politics

Reflections on America after a summer in the heart of Afri·ca.

by Sophie Rutenbar
sophie.rutenbar@student.utdallas.edu
lived a different life this past summer working for
a humanitarian organization in Zag1bia. I'd experienced real, deep poverty and the dissociation of
returning to American "normality" before, but it
doesn't get any easier. When you leave a place, you grieve
it, and I grieved leaving Zambia, a painfully-sweet knot
of memories in my chest. All the differences jarred, from
the sky unsoftened by the dry season's douds of dust, from
the uniform American accent instead of the comfortable
Zambian lilt, to our nation's suddenly shockingly-obvious problem with obesity. Most of all, I didn't remember
people caring so litde; our waste hurt, and I cried as often

I

for Zambia as I did for my loss.
My feelings came to a head my first Saturday back in
Richardson, when I had to go with my dad to buy a mat~
tress at Wal-Mart. We pulled into a parking space; nearby in the lot, a j~st-vanished customer had overturned
a jumbo-sized plastic container of bright red cherry tomatoes and had left them there. In my raw and tender
state, it seemed that appalling that someone, too scornful of something wholesome that needed only the effort
of water and soap, too busy to turn them into fertilizer
or even throw them in the trash, had left them there to
be ground into the concrete by careless passing cars. It's
almost ludicrous, but those perfectly ripe, beautiful red
tomatoes lying scattered across the concrete seemed like
the epitome of our culture's waste in the face of need. In
Zambia, I saw people search in trash heaps for their meal
of the day. It seemed like the only way I could pay tribute
to those whom I'd left there in poverty was to live my life
as if they were standing there watching. Ifl couldn't hand
those perfectly tomatoes to one of my Zambians, at least I
could save them from the cars.
My dad, embarrassed at my odd desire, finally told me

to pick them up ifl wanted while he waited. I knelt in the
middle of the parking lot on the hot, hard cement, feeling
how out of place I looked; righted the plastic container;
and started loading it up with tomatoes again, my eyes
tearing up in anger at what I'd lost and what I'd come
back to. Two women leaving the store stopped to help.
One smiled at me, saying simply, "Such a waste." And
her gesture, reaching out to a lonely young girl turned oda
with grief, made me remember all that is good and generous in our nation and, most of all, that I was not alone.
A simple gesture from a kind woman made all the difference in my world by restoring my faith in my country
and its people. It's been a month and a half now since I
came back and I've finally managed to readjust to Richardson, UTD, and my family and friends . The anger and
pain I carried at first has finally turned into a renewed,
profound desire to help and a deeper appreciation and
consciousness of the world around me, so I hope that
someday in the name of my country I can return to those
dusty skies and open plains to extend my hand to help in
the name of my country.

Social Commentary
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but proposed alnendmetlt go~s too far

by Ross Lovelace
belverron@hotmail.com
The "protection of marriage" in Texas has become a gay bashing party. On
November 8, the religious Right wants
you to vote to enshrine discrimination
in the Texas Constitution. Don't let it
happen.
The amendment seems simple. It
intends to protect the sanctity of marriage from the gays and the activist
judges, according to the Right. But it
doesn't, not really- not in Texas.
Our sanctity has been safe since
2003, when Governor Perry signed the
Defense of Marriage Act into law. This
act already clearly defines marriage for
the state. As for activist judges, a unique
feature ofTexas government is the direct election of judges in partisan elections; all nine supreme court justices
are Republicans . There is no activism,
If the United States Supreme Court
were to declare prevention of gay marriage unconstitutional, then no s.tate
constitution could say otherwise. If
the sanctity of marriage is already protected, if Texas has no activist judges, if
this amendment is nothing on a federal
level-what is its purpose?
The proposed amendment is an attack on basic rights - not just marriage rights - for homosexuals, and it
is a political ploy that makes a scapegoat of the homosexual community.

The constitutional
dment provides that
in this state consists
only of the union of one man
and one woman and prohibits
this state or a political subdivision of this state from creating
or recognizing a
status identical or si
marriag

A vote for this amendment is not a
vote for marriage: it is a vote against
gays. It is a vote to deny gays the ability to make medical decisions for their
loved ones or inherit their property in
the unfortunate event of their death.
While a few of the 1,138 rights that
come with a $40 marriage certificate
- according to NoNonsenselnNovember.com- can be arranged through private contracts, that unreliable approach
costs thousands of dollars .
Should Texans require the partner of
someone recently hospitalized to fetch

the forms for visitation rights?
Should Texans allow family members to contest devoted partners' wills to
one another?
Though same-sex partners in Texas currently are not eligible for these
rights, the amendment's prohibition
of any legal status similar to marriage

would make them unattainable while
the amendment is effective. It would
skip the possibility of"separate but [almost] equal" and proceed straight to
"You're screwed."
This amendment helps no one and
devas tates same-sex couples, so why has
it made it so far? School finance tops
most Texans' lists of political concerns.
What business does the legislature
have pushing an anti-gay amendment
when Texas faces much more pressing
issues?
Texas' politicians are riding the popularity of the pro-marriage, anti-gay
movement. One of the few things that
give an incumbent a disadvantage in a
race is inactivity.
That allegation is easy to make when
two special sessions result in no new
school finance legislation. Texas' representatives have supported this amendment to appear busy, not out of the
righteousness of the Lord.
Texans will vote on November 8. Do
not perpetuate discrimination against
gays and lesbians. Do not send your
representative the message that it is
OK to target the gay community for
political gain.
Vote against Constitutional Amendment #2.
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e bears,

1he bees,
and The budget
How one senator's plan threatens to
undermine the defense of the
United States from terror groups
·,

by Delisa Lay
delisay.lay@gmail.com

According to Inside 1he Pentagon, Rep.
Duncan Hunter (R-CA), Chairman of
the House Armed Services Committee,
will launch a congressional assessment of
defense priorities "to provide an alternative
to the Defense Department's ongoing
Qyadrennial Defense Review (QPR)."
According to Mr.H unter, this assessment
would serve as "a more disciplined look" at
the way the Defense Department conducts
the business of maintaining the American
military.
Why more disciplined? Because
Congress holds the purse strings of the
military machine-and the Defense
Department spends a lot of money. I have
no problem with a large defense budget, but
as a true conservative I must know that my
government is spending the money in the
right way. So far, I'm not convinced. The
Cold War is over, and the threats that we

face no longer resemble the big bad Soviet
bear. They have no definite shar.e. They
are terrors that we cannot see and cannot
predict. I wonder, as constitutional expert
Philip Bobbitt suggests, if we have become
the bear. An overgrown grisly bear swatting
at bees? Bees with big bank accounts and
chemical, biological or nuclear stingers? I
think we are all aware that if that bear gets
stung enough, and in just the right places,
it means permanent hibernation.
No matter what anyone may think of
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld,
he has the right approach when it comes
to restructuring the armed forces. He "has
directed that QP R officials consider a wide
range of new challenges for the military,"
and upcoming decisions may "lead to
the most significant reordering of DOD
priorities since the end of the Cold War."
Chairman Hunter, however, is about to
do an about-face. His assessment "'would
be developed by focusing on threats to
the United States' ... . Such a 'threatbased' review differs in approach from the
Pentagon's 'capabilities-based' assessment
at the center of the ongoing QPR. A
capabilities-based approach does not
focus on threats from a particular nation
but aims to develop a range of skills and
forces to deal with a complete spectrum of

challenges, from disaster relief to strategic
nuclear war."
Terrorists are not stupid people. They
will strike at our most vulnerable nodes.
They proved that in the U.S., in Spain, in
Britain, in Egypt, in Iraq, in Kenya ... must
I go on? Last week Los Angeles went on
the fritz for at least an entire day when
some bumbling employee cut the wrong
wire. New Orleans and the coastal areas
of two other southern states were utterly
destroyed by a natural disaster. The result: a
bit of chaos. What happens when we must
absorb another catastrophe, authored either
by nature or by man? What happens when
terrorists state-sponsored, al-~eda
funded, or free agents- take out electricity
in New York City, or Washington, D.C.,
or London? Or ALL THREE AT
ONCE? What do we do if America and
her allies suddenly go dark? What happens
if they jam the operating systems of our
fighters and carriers?
Consider: we put a man on the moon. If
someone as technically challenged as I can
imagine these things, they are possible.
Chairman Hunter, I charge you, if you
are going to fund our security and that
of our friends, make sure it's done right.
Think of vulnerabilities first and elusive
threats second. Once we take care of

the first, the second will be simpler and
likely cheaper. Ponder hard and long the
challenges of information security and
the complicated nature of infrastructure.
Deliberate and debate the soft spots that
make the bear tick. Then you can squash
the bumble bees from whatever nest they
strike, no matter what brand of stinger
they choose to brandish.
I dream big, Mr. Hunter. I dream of a
military with enough money left over to
not only protect our citizens, but also to
save our struggling neighbors from the
evils of censure, torture, and genocide.
Success in such endeavors helps relieve the
world of pesky tyrants, often wild cards
in international affairs, and it makes the
United States more secure.The wars of
the future will be fought with the stroke
of computer keys even before the strategic
drop of a guided missile. We must better
prepare ourselves for these kinds of wars,
wherever they originate.
America is a great nation with greatresponsibilities. We must be as smart as we
are strong, as mindful as we are mighty.
I'm glad our legislature is evaluating
our defense department. Two heads are
probably b.etter than one. I just hope they
come up with some good suggestions.

Political Commentary
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by Clarisse Profilet
mobib@yahoo.com

Senate majority leader Bill Frist (RTennessee) may have thought Terri Shiavo was blind, but he knew his HCA trusts
were not ... and he took full, lucrative advantage of it.
According to Congressional Qyarterly
and Associated Press Sept. 20, Frist ordered his trustee to sell all of his hospital
operator HCA incorporated stock, which
was bundled into a blind trust, in mid
June-just two weeks before the company
issued a disappointing earnings-forecast
that drove prices down almost 16 percent
in a month's time.
Frist either has incredible luck or there
is another unethical GOP snafu in the
making: HCA still has not recovered, recently closing at $45.90 after a stock price
peak of $58.40 (Frist sold at $55.93).1his
huge plunge occurred less than a month
after Frist dumped all of his HCA stock;
talk about good timing.
Frist's father founded HCA, the nation's largest for-profit hospital company.
His brother was formerly its CEO andremains on the board of directors. It would
be impossible to say that the elements fo r
insider trading were not present...
.
But the question of whether or not this
severe allegation applies here comes down
to a twofold question: whether Frist had
access to privileged information about
the-company AND whether he failed to
uphold the blind trust-which suggests
a complete severing of ties with investments, leaving the money only accessible
as a massive lump sum at the end of his
political career where there is no longer a
conflict of interests risk.
Frist's liquidation ofHCA assets began

Illustration by Michael Seeligson

Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-Tennessee) may or may not
have used insider knowledge when he sold his HCA stock just before the price plummeted.
as a semi-believable sacrifice for political
integrity, since watchdogs had long scrutinized him fo r directing legislation on
Medicare reform and patient issues while

holding a substantial amount of stock
in a private hospital firm. His office has
consistently deflected criticism by noting
that his assets were in a blind trust-Frist

himself even stated two years ago in aNational Journal article, "I don't [even] know
ifl own HCA''.
Well he apparently does, anywhere
from $7 million to $35 million of it. Not
a bad personal contribution for someone
considering a run for President in 2008.
Still, Frist's spokesman Bob Stevenson
says he traded using only public information, and only to eliminate the appearance
of a conflict of interest between his company and his legislative work in the Senate.
But there is a question of timing-why
not five years ago when tempers were flaring even more about the conflict between
HCA and Medicare legislation? And there
is a question of whether the senator truly
upheld the parameters of his blind trust.
Why are there approximately two-dozen
senato!ial documents demonstrating that
Frist was aware of his account activity?
These senatorial documents list assets
going into the account and assets sold.
Some assets have a dollar range of the investment's value and some list the number
of shares.
What it boils down to is this: Frist was
receiving information via senatorial documents and had access to his brother's intimate knowledge of the corporation-he is
not hiding his access to privileged information here. Also, if he was in fact interested in the principles and ethics behind
the formation of a blind trust, he would
not have continued the sneaky monitoring
of his assets, nor would he have taken part
in a premature (and so aptly timed) move
to cash in on his HCA stock.
And anytime the movement of so much
money coincides with a massive plunge in
stock prices, the SEC must investigate,
Martha Stewart-style.
It remains to be seen whether house arrests and ankle bracelets are in Sen. Frist's
future, but one thing is for sure: This
scandal will provide some more negative
insight into an administration already riddled with corruption and a disregard for
fair-play-socially and economically-by
the American people.
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-lessly addictedP
How Instant Messaging has surpassed
television and telephone in daily college life
by Nisha Malhotra
nx:m047000@utdallas.edu

With her boyfriend sitting next to her, she impatiently
awaits for the three magical words she has been longing to hear. Her eyes light up, her heart beats faster as
she hears what she had been so desperately anticipating,
"You've got mail!"
.
.
Surprised? Frankly, this is quite the norm for most
teens nowadays. Sadly enough, it's what defines America,
or more specifically, college students.
Ah, the wonders of the internet. ,
Sure, many of us have used it to do practical things
such as shop for concert tickets, research history projects
and even paying bills, but the technological line has definitely been crossed.
The internet is no longer a pastime; it's a way of life.
And of course, many people use Facebook, Myspace and
other various blogger sites as a scapegoat.
But who are we kidding? Deep down, we all know who
the real culprit is. Being ever so deft, and manipulative,
this schemer is the main contributor to this new and addicting trend.
It is the phenomenon known as AOL Instant Messenger, infamously known as AIM. Ever find yourself sitting
behind the computer till 3 or 4 in the morning, frivolously checking for your new buddies? Or maybe you're
constantly right-clicking those little yellow · notepads
hoping to find a funny quote, jazzy song lyric or some
juicy details from last night's adventures.
Either way, you're behind the computer chatting away
with buddies, long lost friends or relatives cross the country, when you should be writing a paper or studying for
a midterm.
AIM, without a doubt, has become more deeply embedded in collegiate life than we actually realize. Singlehandedly, it has replaced the telephone, video games and
even television as a main source ofleisure and/or procrastination.
Wait, does that mean no more Real World? Or perhaps American Idol?! Who would have thought that
what was once used as a way for military operations to
communicate, has now become a place to "meet your perfect match?"
Let's face it; we college students interact with more
people through the internet than we do in person. But

Illustration by Ben Dower

has this newfound technology really helped or hindered
our society?
Whether used as a homework avoidance technique,
a means of communicating weekend plans, or simply a
time-killer, AIM has changed the way Americans converse with one another.
Sure it's a great way for convenience and concision,
but it simultaneously takes away the "human nature" of
the conversation. As we all know, convenience comes at a
price of sincerity and genuineness.
For example, while e-mail without a doubt makes general communication for both casual and professional purposes easier, the subtracted element of human sincerity
makes a world of a difference. This fact is proved by the
reaction of almost uncontainable amusement in the rare
occasion that some one does actually take the extra time
and effort to handwrite a letter.
Not only is sentiment and sincerity lost in an AIM
conversation, but with all those abbreviations and "small
talk" you also begin to lose the intellectuality of each other's opinions. Acknowledgement of each others views is
responded with the overly used LOL or HAHA or for
more description, LMAO. And if one wants to really get
emotional, you can display one of 16 different smiley faces. Nothing gets your point across like a smiley face with

some cool shades.
This new invention has become the epitome of our
generation. Worse still, is the everyday role that online
communication plays in the life of the college student.
Teens of all ages rely on AIM to communicate with their
peers.
We depend so much on technology to do our work that
we are slowly entering a threshold where we are dumbing
down the English language with the ubiquity of street
slang. No WaT iM sAyln?
Our generation, in an attempt to be cool and contemporary, has forsaken our minds in the process. We are literally drowning, spiritually and intellectually in a sea of
ignorance and simplicity. And without actual eye-contact
and body language, it is impossible to attain these genuineness and unique emotions through one's fingertips on
a keyboard.
The sentimental connection gets lost and tangled in
the translation of telephone wires.
Many might read this article and think otherwise, but
it's reality, whether we accept it or not. At first glance you
might think this argument is just for laughs, but I assure
you, this is not an LOL matter.
Alrite, g2g someone just poked me. BBL.
Nisha Malhotra signed off at 2:32 a.m .
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CELLULAR BREAKDO
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by Jonathan Lane
jwl033000@utdallas.edu

Anew season of Lost, the television
w about a group of people who are
randed on an island that it seems like
eryone but me is watcNng, began
ently. I know this because of the 20, . ething times I've seen the commercial
it where some guy laments the fact
t people don't know where they
and that they have no way of
ching anyone.
That premise doesn't
'cularly excite me. Mter
I've been living that way
the past three weeks.
You see, late one night
'scovered something
t could only be
ribed as tragic,
ific, or maybe just
ifortunate: my cell
ne wasn't able
harge. I spent
better part of 10
utes trying to fix it
ore I got bored and
ched TV until I went
~eep with the belief
t a good night's sleep
d help with my phone
blem.
When I woke up, my
'mism about my phone
'ng itself over the night was
d to be unwarranted as I had
roximately enough battery left to
what time it was.
grabbed receipts, boxes and anything
I could find that was related to the
ne and rushed to the store hoping that
eone there was a miracle worker. Soon
ards, I was back at my apartment

!

with a repair slip and the assurance that
I would get my phone back in about 11
days.
Eleven days doesn't seem like that
long of a time normally. It's not even long
enough for a snobby person to refer to it
as a fortnight.
However, when you are
without the only thing that separates you
from someone who thinks that social life
has something to do with communism,
11 days can drag on like a freshman-level
history class.
It quickly became
almost

impossible to get a hold of anyone.
I would have to essentially stalk my
friends to know where they were or what
they were up to. It was only my better
judgment that prevented me from hiding
out in the bushes near their apartments to
see when they get home.
On almost a daily basis, people would
tell me that they had tried to call me but
then found that I was without a phone.
It was getting to the point that I nearly
started handing out flares or setting up a
Bat Signal so people could
let me know they
needed to see
me.

''

I eventually
balked at the idea of a
signal because I knew that
someone would need me
to stop the Joker's rampage
on Gotham and I'm just not
ready for that sort of
commitment.

''

I eventually balked at the idea of a
signal because I knew that someone
would need me to stop the Joker's
rampage on Gotham and I'm just not
ready for that sort of commitment.
Now, in general, this is sort of
event that someone should learn
from and become a better person
because of it. I should come
out of this saying that I really
got to know myself better
and that I found several new
interesting hobbies and ways
to pass my time, maybe even
learn Swahili or how to play
the pennywhistle.
Instead, the only things I've
gained are a disdain for the
company that made my phone
and an interesting paranoia
where I think that people who
use cell phones around me are
just being cocky.
I suppose that I still have
time to learn how to cope with the
phone-less life that I am leading,
given that when I called the repair
company 15 days after I sent it in they
weren't sure where my phone was.
So, I am forced to continue my time as
a wandering soul walking around campus,
searching for familiar faces and hoping that
I'll still have my cool ring tones when I
get my phone back.
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Tuning in for a great deal
Tapping into the beauty of free (and legal) music sharing

iPod
Iii
How does it really work?
The sharing option can be
turned on in the sharing tab
of the options menu of iTtJnes
(opened by ctrl + comma).
Turn this option on, and let the
good times rock and roll!
*····

by Liam Skoyles
liam.skoyles@student.utdallas.edu
For those of us who went through high school
at the glorious peak ofNapster's music sharing, we
look back on those days when music was suddenly
and beautifully free for all. Birds sang, forest
animals frolicked in green pastures and rainbows
stretched as far as the eye could see; but those glory
days of file sharing have come and gone.

"

Most music can be downloaded from itunes.apple.com

"Illeg-al" music sharing has since
been attacked by Recording
Industry Association of
America (RIAA) blaming
file-sharing for a significant
decrease in sales over the
.
past years. Even our friends
who run "airUTD" (The Waterview Wireless} thought
p2p file sharing was bad enough to block the ports used
by most well known file sharing programs.
But now joy returns to those of us who stuck by trusty
airUTD, through its outages and low signals, after the
"Great WiFi Scare" of 04. Contrary to popular belief,
there is one great benefit of the Waterview network, and
it comes in the form of Apple's iTunes.
Yes iTunes, and don't turn up your nose simply because
the it is has big round buttons, strange blue highlighting
and that god-awful snooty "i" at the front of its name.

''*"

Image courtesy of apple. com

This amazing media player will knock your socks off
on MACs and PCs.
For those of you who don't own a MAC or an iPod,'
iTunes is Apple's do-it-all music player that sorts, searches,
splits, slices and dices your music into six different varieties
of curly fries. Plus it's a free download for any computer
from itunes.apple.com.
Beyond organizing and playing your music, this
program can plug UTD back into the music sharing
craze!

' ' Contrary to popular IJe.
lief, there is one great benefll~
of the Waterview network, an '
it comes in the form of Apple'

ifun~.

71

One rather mildly hidden feature allows
to share their music library with other users on
network (and yes Waterview counts as a network.
of it).
-Mter enabling the sharing option, a list of all s
libraries on the network is displayed and it's a s
surf other people's lists and see what they are in
I write this article about 15 lists are being shared
with five or ten Gigs of music to browse through.
Lists on the Waterview network seem to
developed a few loose rules like putting ~n AIM s
name in the library title so that people with si
tastes in music can get in touch.
Best of all, the whole thing is absolutely legal
backed by Apple, so if you get sued, at least kno
you can write a viciously disgruntled email to
Jobs. Take that RIAA!!
The only drawback to the setup is
songs are streamed through
iTunes program rather than ac
downloaded onto your com
The songs are only playable ·
constant connection between libr
this means there · could be some i
when Waterview pulls its world-fa
disappearing trick. But hey, it's better than nothing.
Some nifty little sister programs have been cr
that "use" (hack} iTunes and download the actua1
instead of simply streaming it, but their legality co
be verified and morality is something this paper d
touch with a ten foot pole.

So barring the outside possibility that someo
the Waterview Office can read and reads this article
rushes out to block ports iTunes uses to stream
go forth good users of airUTD, share your tunes a
UTD groove together once again!
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DR. DANIEL, DR. SPANIOLO
TO DUEL FOR SUPREMACY
OF NORTH TEXAS IN THE
THUNDERDOME
by Perturbed Peter
moderatelyproposed@utdallas.edu
DALLAS - Mter considering the
possibility of switching positions for
a day in a PR move, Presidents David
Daniel of UTD and James Spaniolo
of UTA have inste-ad decided to have
an all-out battle to the death in the
Thunderdome, which will decide ultimate supremacy in the North Texas
area in the University of Texas system.
The Thunderdome, made famous
in the Mad Max movies, is a giant
bird-cage style arena in which the
contestants are attached to leather
harnesses and bounce around taking
weapons from the walls, battling each
other. It was decided upon by the UT
Board of Regents in a close vote·after
the idea for the duel was brought up
by Dr. Daniel over a heated game of
Yahtzee.
"We usually get together for
Yahtzee every month, and he (Spaniolo) was having an unheard-of run
this game. I mean, the dice just kept
falling for him over and over. Nobody
could even touch him. I could tell
the guys from UT-El Paso and UT
San Antonio were thinking the same
thing as Daniel, but no one would say
anything. Finally, Daniel spoke up,
suggesting that Spaniolo had a special pair of dice he was using. Spaniolo asked if he'd be willing to back
up those words outside. That's when
the idea for the 1hunderdome got
brought up," said a university official.
Daniel, who has never fought in
the Thunderdome before, was said
to be "extremely co~dent, to the

.Dr. Spaniolo focuses his chi before entering the duel to the death. His scary
stare, hands of fury and elven ears combine for a fearsome combination
edge of oockiness" about his upcoming duel. Tickets will be sold at the
Bursar's office and in the Conference
Center on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Students with green-level parking
will be forced to buy a gold-level pass
if they wish to be within walking
distance of the Thunderdome; otherwise, a shuttle service will operate

every 15 minutes. In the event that
Dr. Daniel loses, all university staff
and employees will need to ]ind new
jobs, and all students will be required
to drive to Arlington daily. If he wins,
a giant festival will be thrown, culminating in the unveiling of a giant
bronze statue of Daniel dressed in
armor ~nd holding a spear.

14
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PUB's N•·Aiooholio BaarBattarad Fish DOti&IR
The Pub in the Student Union, attempting
to broaden menu options, tried recendy to add
a version of English fish and chips to their repertoire. Unfortunately, stringent laws on alcohol on campus forced them to substitute nonalcoholic beer into their recipes, which lead to
adverse student reaction.
"I imagine dying would taste a little bit like
this, only after dying it would be over," said one
student.
Equally unsuccessful were ¥Ii~:Smells-Like
Jack-Daniel's Rlbs, which caused "dark, horrible
hallucinations" in students, and a non-alcoholic
version of a White Russian which ended up
just being a glass of milk.

Wai-Mart to 1J1B1 ~h il

F•dar's o-.,,

UTD's administration
-Mart
representat\ves have reache . understanding regarding the creation of a Wal-Mart
Supercenter in the building formerly known as
"Founders".
Following the opening of Starbucks the
administration has seen the light concerning
allowing private business on campus.
"It came to me·in a dream," said UTD
president Dr. David Daniel.
Plans are now on the tab~9 tor ~ Staples
in Jonsson and a Sam's Cl " >> '' Activitj
Center.

e

Fourth Floor of SOUth .
designated Uttlallldla
The students who frequent ECS South

will be in for a surprise as boring lectures and
overpowering tests will be spiced up with a
hint of curry.
ln an attempt to increase cultural awareness, and basea on the overwh6Itning demand
the Dean of ECS had decreed that the fourth
floor of the ECS building shall be decorated in
traditional Indian decora.tions and filfed with
crowds to create a traditional Bombay market.
Students from the A&H department have
been hired as snake charmers, thieves and
royal guards with eXtta pullY pants.
"This is great," said one native Indian, "now
I can buy my curry and go to class all at the
same time." "What?" said :ariother.

PRESIDENT BUSH TO BUILl
GIANT DOME AR·O UND U.S
Plans to Change Nation into Scripted Television Show
by Christof
thecreator@utdallas.edu

WASHINGTON, D.C - In
the wake of"all the recent problems", President George W. Bush
has proposed a plan to construct
a giant, climate-pro_9f dome
around the United States and
have each member of the nation
act as cast members in a giant
scripted sitcom roughly tided
"Leave it to Dubya", with President Bush and his wife as the
loving but culturally backward
parents of rebellious fast-talking
teens with hearts of gold.
"With all the problems going on in the United States recently - hurricanes, politics, my
approval rating inexplicably fall-

ing - I decided, as leader of this
great nation, that the solution to
all of this is to remove any and
all chance of things going wrong.
Thus, we will build this giant
dome and change American
life into a funny, heartwarming
schedule of hijinks and heroes
every day," said President Bush,
sitting in his new director/writer/star chair in the Oval Office.
The sitcom, which will be
written primarily by presidential advisor Karl Rove and vice
president Dick Cheney (with
"helpful hints here and there"
by the President), will focus
on issues plaguing the nation
right now, such as gay marriage,
pornography, partisan politics,
and the aftermath of two ' hur-

ricanes. By reducing such issues to scripted conversations,
problems such as "disagreement"
and "individual thought" will finally be overcome, problems that
have plagued the administration
through the years.
"Why worry so much about
things like that when you can
have your ideas and lines given
to you every day? Perhaps, if the
plot line moves the right way,
your character might even run
into the First Family! Boy, how
exciting would that be? I'm sure
at the great American Sunday
poduck every week, where the
nation will come together over
Bible lessons and pot roast,
we can talk more about this,"
said Condeleezza Rlce, reading

' ' I mean, jell
I saw it in a movk
and everything! H
worked for Jim Cl
rey, it sure as hed
can work for us. I
think the Americr
people respect
that.
-G. W. Bush
from a large red binder
with numerous lines of
dialogue.
The dome, installed
auto-climate settings and
tomated sun schedule, isL
cost "all the current monq
world multiplied by ~
Bush is not deterred by
claiming that the cons
and maintenance of th
will create almost 245
new jobs. When told
ure almost matched
rent population, Bush
~nd said ''All the better
characters to get to kno
other!"
The dome is said to be
forced at the northern
to keep out the influen
the demon Canadian, wb
to-have no part in the sitt
The southern half is to k
large holes and cracks in
so as to keep up "historiCl
continuity".

~Uranus
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UTD Student creates WOW chip
by a Level12 Human Druid
needsunlight@utdallas.edu

As technology
races forward, the
average American is finding it easier and easier to live the
dream of always being lazy. Just in the past few months,
companies have created and tested TV remote controls that
can be activated by speech (pressing the button was causing
serious thumb cramps). Internet games have also activated a
voice option to order pizza without leaving the game setting.
But one UTD student took it a step further.
Mac Dell, a die-hard addict, just couldn't get enough of
his 23-hour-a-day scheduling of World of Warcraft. His

new invention allows people just like him to take their addictions one step further.
"I was playing World ofWarcraft one day, but I forgot it
was a game, and decided I really could go for some WoW,"
Dell added. "So I tried to open Warcraft over and over until I realized it was already running. That's when I got this
idea."
His new chip is called the Recursive WoW which, upon
activation, opens a whole new World ofWarcraft game within the existing frame.
Any split second pause immediately transfers the player to
a second game so there is no down time. Keyboard controls

allow double-play at once with split-screen options.
"It's like, every time I say WoW, you say WoW back. It
makes it doubly WoW. Wow!" he added.
There are still problems in the design and implementation, but he says he has also created another activator which
allows him to work on the programming behind the chip
while in the midst of his game.
"I mean, there's no way I would have done it if I would
have had to exit my game. Now that I think about it, I don't
even know how to exit ... " he chimed in while defeating an
oncoming attacker.

BIT CHARACTER ON "HOMESTARRUNNER" MORE
IDENTIFABLE THAN NEW SUPREME COURT JUSTICE

I~

WASHINGTON,
Trogdooooor@utdallas.edu
D .C - In the
wake of John
Roberts being accepted by the Senate as the new ChiefJustice
of the nation's Supreme Court, a basic questionnaire among
American citizens revealed that more people are able to correedy identify Trogdor the Burninator, a small bit character
on the website homestarrunner. com, than Roberts himsel£
"Who? John Roberts? Didn't he run for vice-president last
year? Oh; that was John Edwards. No, I have no idea who he
is. However, Trogdor will keep on burning THATCHEDROOF COTTAGES!" said homemaker Sarah Williams,

by The Poopsmith

breaking into part of Trogdor's theme song in which it reveals his passion for burning things and a particular predilection for the cottages of medieval peasants.
"I don't know about John Roberts, but I do know that
Trogdor COMES IN THE NIIIIIGHT!" construction
worker Todd Belton commented. He also repeated Trogdor's
name numerous times, drawing out the "-dor" part each time,
as if to emphasize the extent of his burnination.
While the struggle over the nomination of Roberts has
taken up quite a bit of newsprint in the nation's press, Trogdor, a dragon hastily drawn by Strong Bad in a cartoon on
the site, was actually selected by most polled as their preferred
choice of Supreme Court justice over Roberts. Roberts, who

does not have a catchy theme song, nor a way to easily draw
him using an S and then a more different S with some Vshapes put in there, has attempted to battle this by calling
himself"The Judgitron" and enlisting 80's rock band Winger
in creating his own personal theme song that will repeat his
name over and over with basic chords.
When informed of the gravity of Roberts' position spearheading the most powerful judicial court in America, most
people responded by singing more of the Trogdor song and
playing air guitar. This is highly similar to predecessor William Rehnquist's nomination to the court in 1986, when
most citizens chose Alf over him for control of the legal system of the nation.
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I Modest Opinions

"I'M NOT GOING TO ANSWER THAT.
YOUR CRAZY REPUBLICAN READERS
WILL PROBABLY PELT ME WITH EGGS."
-MEGAN MALONE, GRADUATE HISTORY

'--·

s

What do .you think
about UTD President
Dr. Daniel and
the UT-Arlington
President switching
jobs for a day?

A

"I wonder how much damage can be
done in one day?"
-James Brandt, Sophomore Geography

W
H

A

'

•
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CAN ANYONE DO

THAT ON MY

BEHALFr~

- SHUBHAM MANCHANDA.
FRESHMAN BIOLOGY

"It's unfortunate because
Dr. Daniel had to go through
such an extensive process to
become UTD President, and
then to be down-graded like
that."
-Amber Ahmed,
~ophomore

Government
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Hear No Evil
OUR INTREPID GROUP OF REVIEWERS SOUNDS
OFF ON POPULAR SONGS. SWEET VICTORY.

by Matthew St. Onge
astrojohnny@gmail.com

Art Zachary ·
acz021000@utdallas.edu

Jordan Youngblood
jry031000@urdallas.edu

Backstreet Boys, "Incomplete"
Matt: What a wonderful choice for our
first song.
Jordan: Sounds oddly like Coldplay.
Art: I like the orchestra. I can see the
recording session; "Did someone order
an orchestra?"
M: More like P. Diddy in "Making the
Band" demanding random things.
A: It's just Diddy now.
J: In order to keep it real.
A : Eventually he will be reduced to a
symbol like Prince.
M : ODB is still the king of monikers.
(pause) What is this?
J: Aren't there supposed to be 5? There's
just one singing.

(chorus comes)
A: There they are!
M: I wonder how the band's internal
structure is now.
A: Wasn't one of them named Huey?
J: I don't think so.
A: I am fairly certain there was a Huey.
M: No Timberlake. We know that for
certain.
J: How do you have an organized dance
to this song? Maybe they just air
guitar.
M: Or air violin.
A: Air guitars for Jesus.

Gwen Stefani, "Hollaback Girl"
(loud volume)
M: Hold on; let' me turn this down a bit.
A: You could never turn down this song
enough.
M: Turn it down mentally.
J: What is the fetish with marching band
samples? Like in "Lose My Breath" or
whatever.
M: Or that one· song from the '80s with
the cheerleader in the video?
A: "Hey Mickey"?
M:Yeah.
J: Who sang that? Wasn't it Toni ... ? Toni
something?
A: Tommy Two-Tone?
J: If only.
A: She's still married to Gavin.
J: He's got a new band! They're called
Institute.
A: That is the only time that you can say
Bush is better than another band, is
when comparing them to Gavin's new
band.
J: It's like a meta-better.
M : Gwen seems to have discovered the
joys of swearing. "This shit is bananas."
Shit this, shit that. She didn't really
cuss in No Doubt, did she?
J: The problem is that this shit really
isn't that bananas.lt's more . .. mildly
disruptive. Frustratingly insistent.
A: That doesn't really flow that well.
M: And it's very difficult to spell.

Kanye West (featuring Jamie Foxx),
"Gold Digger"
M: George Bush doesn't care about black
people.
J: That's because he hasn't heard this fresh
of a beat.
A: This is indeed a hot beat.
M: White kids do love the hip-hop.
A: Kanye is definitely one of the better
producers-turned-rappers.
M: Don't forget about Dre.
A: Well of course not, but look at Puff
• Daddy. He was a producer first.
M: And an awful, awful rapper.
J: Nas is apparently on this album as well
later.
A: I thought he was dead.
J: No, but he is "Nature's Son".
M : Jamie Foxx. What the hell? Did he
stop doing drugs and become good?
A: Or did he start doing the right drugs?
(we skip ahead to "Crack Music" featuring the Game)
A: Ok, so this is the Game. The question is who is harder: the Game or 50
Cent?
M: That's one of those eternal questions
that stirs the soul.
J: 50 has been shot nine times. I don't
know if the Game's ever been shot.
M: Valid point.
A: They did have basically the most wussy
rap battle ever. Even Eminem andJa
Rule had a better feud than they did.
And that's Ja Rule.
J: At least someone got shot in that one.
It wasn't either of them, but still.
M: But remember, it's not how you stand
by your car...
A: It's how you drive your car.

Yin Yang Twins, "The Whisper Song"
A: More accurately, "The Rape Song".
M: Jesus Christ, this is a frightening
song.
(song continues as panel listens in silence)
M: "Will you step into my van?" I have
candy and funny stories.
J: Did he say "Do you like to pork?"
A: I think so.

J: I would say "pork" is one of the best
euphemisms for sex ever.
M: It ranks high on the list.
J: "Bonking" is also a good one.
A: Or "doink".
(chorus too explicit even for AMP standards)
M: This may be the greatest pick-up line
ever created. "Just wait until you see ... "
A : And if you've ever seen them, it's even
creepier.
J: They were here last year. They played
this song.
(further horrible lyrics involving injury to
female parts are sung)
J: Are we supposed to imply that he's going to use his .. . equipment to do this?
M: I think it's a hammer.
A: I will be unable to sleep tonight if this
song continues.
J: If Pat Robertson could have a
soundtrack to his darkest nightmares,
it would be this song.
M: Speak the Gospel truth.
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High temperatures and dust
storms don't stop the rock at
Austin City Limits Music Festival
ROBERT RANDOLPH AND THE FAMILY BAND

by Jordan Youngblood
jry031000@utdallas.edu

F

or anyone who keeps up with
the rock world, mentioning the
Austin City Limits music festival
is certain to get a knowing grin
and "Did you see ... ?"This three-day event
has quickly gained a reputation as one of
the best American music festivals running,
and after attending my second ACL I certainly cannot argue with that opinion. For
those not lucky enough to attend (or for
those reliving fond memories), here's arecap of my experiences.

THE FRAMES
Due to the threat of Rita and the generallethargy of my traveling party, I didn't
make it into Zilker Park until around 3:45
on Saturday. This still gave me time to
catch the back end of this Irish band's set,
who in a few minutes managed to pour
enough emotion and enough rock into
their songs to convert most of the people
in the crowd into fans .
Peppering their anthems with short
breaks into cover songs (Snow Patrol's
"Run" and Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire" to
name two), it all ctilminated in lead singer
Glen Hasnard tearing apart his voice on
closer "Happy" with superhuman fervor.

Death Cab for Cutie were penciled in
on my original schedule, but wanderiog
over to the Cingular stage revealed about
10,000 teenagers ready to sing along with
Ben Gibbard's O .C.-approved lyrics.
Barely able to hear their first song, I
traveled over to Robert Randolph's set,
where he held court seated in front of his
slide guitar. The band played 4 songs in 45
minutes, one that lasted almost 18 minutes
with a repetition of"Nobody!" as basically
the only lyric. It's to the band's credit that
it was still bearable, and when the band
finally caught a decent funk groove, most
people bobbed along agreeably.
Then again, it helped the band that a
large part of their audience were smoking
blunts as well.

BLOC PARTY

EISLEY

Taking a break after The Walkmen (and
not exacdy anxious to go see Jet), my group
wandered over to get decent position for
Bloc ·Party. The English foursome, having
released their debut Silent Alarm this year
to critical acclaim and commercial success
in Britain, found a huge crowd awaiting
their 7:30 show and played probably the
best set of their lives in response.
None of the technical problems that
I'd heard about that plagued earlier shows
seemed t~ be present - just high energy,
electrifYing rock that kept the crowd
dancing. Going to the merchandise tent
afterward to buy a t-shirt revealed a low
stock. "We've been selling these left and
right," said the gJ.Jy at the table; no wonder,
after the way they played.

Eisley kicked off my Sunday with their
usual exquisite harmonies still in search
of truly great songs to be anchored over.
The band is still very young (Stacy, the
youngest of the three DuPree sisters, was
born in 1988) and has plenty of potential
to improve; the new songs they debuted
had a darker edge to them than their older
material and hinted at more complex song
structures.
"Telescope Eyes" and "Golly Sandra"
hint at the band they could eventually become, but until then, they'll be pleasant
afternoon listen. At the very least, they are
perhaps the nicest band on the face of the
earth.

OASIS

Here we go. Doves, hailing from Manchester, have banged out three albums of
spacey, effects-laden guitar rock that rank
among the best Britain has had to offer
recendy. Live, lead singer Jimi Goodwin
keeps his range a little lower than on the
albums, but the band makes up for it by
deepening the grooves and making their
songs tighter than on record.
"The Last Broadcast" shimmied and
bounced with a drum rhythm previously
buried in the mix on album, "Black and
White Town" gained a wicked new guitar
solo and fuzzier bass, and "Here It Comes"
saw· drummer Andy Williams take up a
harmonica and vocal duties. They closed
shop with "There Goes The Fear", ending
with all members of the band playing percussion (especially guitarist Jez Williarps
playing a mean cowbell). D efinitely one of
my personal highlights.

THEWALKMEN
New York's The Walkmen have churned
out two albums of wintry, chiming lo-fi
rock, although 2004's Bows + Arrows saw
the band lighting a fire under themselves,
particularly in the single "The Rat". It's
fitting that it was the song they closed
with, with drummer Matt Barrick tearing through the verses like a madman and
lead singer Hamilton Leithauser snarling
"You've got a nerve· to be calling my number!" while the rest of the band frantically
kept up.
The rest of the set was equally strong,
with older songs like "Wake Up" and
"Little House of Savages" mingling with
brand-new songs such as "The Cheetah".
While their treble-heavy sound causes
massive shreddage of ear-drums when
played live, the power of their material remained intact.

Yes, Oasis was one of the biggest bands
in the world during the '90s. Yes, What's
the Story? (Morning Glory) and Definitely
Maybe are classic Brit-Pop albums.Yes, this
year's Don't Believe The Truth isn't a bad album. However, when you can tell a band's
playing their hit song for the 1,000lh time
because they have to, it's a bad thing. And
no matter how many voices sang along to
"Wonderwall", the one voice they couldn't
drown out was Liam Gallagher's, who
sounded completely and utterly bored.
Not that I can blame him totally, when
American audiences have all but ignored
their output in the past 8 years. Ironically,
the band sounded the most energetic on
"My Generation'', a cover of a Who song
about people not understanding youthful
anger and wanting to die before they got
old and boring. Happy 33'd and 38'h birthday, Liam and Noel.

a
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THE ARCADE FIRE

Walking on stage with a flag showing a city on fire, two violinists, a man
on various horns, a guy playing a cymbal,
and various other madness, the uninitiated at ACL didn't know what to make
of Canada's own Arcade Fire. What they
got was the unquestioned showstopper
of the festival, so completely and utterly
stealing the spotlight that Cold play took 3
minutes out of their headlining set to talk
about how good they were.
Lead singer Win Buder and his wife
Regina spearheaded the show, with singles
"Neighborhood #2 (Laika)" and "Neighborhood #3 (Power Out)" as the cornerstones of the set. What was surprising was
their willingness to play older, unknown
material, as "No Cars Go" and "Headlights
Look Like Diamonds" from their debut
EP ~ere supercharged with new energy
and played as totally different songs.
Multiple members of the AMP staff
now either own a t-shirt or a CD of this
band as a result of Sunday. Damn.

THE DECEMBERISTS
Having to follow the most emotionally charged set of the festival with songs
about pirates and bed-wetters fell to the
Decemberists. Thank God for Colin
Meloy, songwriter and frontman extraordinaire whose band has been mentioned
in every single music article I've written
for this newspaper.
While their set didn't deviate much
from the one they played Thursday night
at the Ridglea in Ft. Worth, the quality of
the songs more than held up to another
playing. Meloy also managed to have the
crowd do his every whim, from commanding 4,000 people to all sit down during "The Chimbley Sweep" to having them
all scream as if being eaten by a whale for
"The Mariner's Revenge Song", a 9-minute monolith that ends in an accordion/
banjo/guitar showdown over one loudly
slammed tom-tom drum. The band continues their unbeaten streak in these eyes.

WILCO
Scheduling Wilco and Franz Ferdinand against each other is a sadistic decision by whoever wrote up the schedule.
The gigantic crowd for Franz (basically
equal to that for Coldplay) made this decision a little easier, but W ilco lead singer
Jeff Tweedy didn't make things any easier
on my mind . Tweedy, who has returned
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Bands show ACL still rocks

from heroin rehab recently, sounded like
a man reading from a self-help manual,
declaring that "tonight is the culmination
of my life" and that "life's too short to be
looking around."
He seemed hell-bent on brightening
up everything, which doesn't work terribly well when your back catalogue is filled
with gorgeously sad songs about death and
love. "Jesus, Etc.", a song normally about
equal to a funeral dirge in terms of having a happy clap-along to, suddenly had a
very pretty soul organ and people bobbing
their heads.
Really, the only time everything worked
. was on a brand-new song that sounded
like something off early album Being There,
with a funked-out 2-chord guitar riff and
clanging piano. I wish Tweedy all the best
in his personal life, but man, for the songs'
sake: act sad.

COLDPLAY
The stars are all yellow. Nobody said
it was easy. Let's just talk. I don't really
have to write anything about Coldplay,
do I? Chris Martin and the gang played
the songs everyone knew, the fans were
pleased, and Martin continued his pace on
being the world's most self-hating multimillionaire.
Unlike Tweedy, this man does what it
takes to stay sad. Unfortunately, Martin
does it in occasionally cringe-worthy poetry
like "You cut me down a tree and brought
it back to me" and naming his daughter
after a piece of fruit. Come to think of it,
JeffTweedy can be as happy as he wants.

!Top:
Coldplay's Chris Martin
enter Left:
Doves' Jez Goodwin
'"enter Middle:
The Walkmen's Hamilton
Leithauser
Center Right:
The Frames' Glen Hansard
Bottom:
Bloc Party's Kele Okereke
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The next website to spotlight in our se
ries of amazingly cool websites that rock
the world is Wikipedia. Basically it's your
standard web based, community moder
ated, omni-lingual, omniscient website
that tells you everything about anything,
and then explains all the big words it used;
with little ones.
Wikipedia is an encyclopedic listing
of topics that are linked to articles writ
ten by "contributors." Anyone can become
a "contributor" and create, alter or update
the article on any topic. This system creates
a giant knowledge base and conversely an
extremely unreliable source of knowledge.
The fact that anyone can alter an article
creates a huge vulnerability for exploita
tion. For example, when Pope Benedict
XVI ascended into the papacy a photo
graph of him included in the article was
altered to one of Emperor Palpatine from
Star Wars.
Even after the "authorities" ofWikipe
dia were no tified of this discrepancy they
had a difficult time forcing the picture to
remain correct. Each time they corrected

the image, the pranksters would alter it
back again.
Wikipedia, created in 2001, was started
as a small sister website of Nupedia, an
expert based online encyclopedia. Wilo
pedia has since far outgrown its sister and
expanded into a reported 180 languages.
As of the writing of this piece the English
portion of Wikipedia included 739,000
articles and has followed an almost expo
nential growth rate.
The most useful feature ofWikipedia is
its ability to connect information to a pre
viously unimaginable degree. Any word or
phrase that appears in an article that has
any significance is linked to yet another
article, which links to other articles, in
haling bored web surfers into a vortex of
unnecessary yet amazingly interesting in
formation.
Also because users choose to create an
article on a topic that does not currently
exist, many entries one would not expect
to find in a traditional encyclopedia can be
found in the Wikipedia.
Wikipedia includes articles on com
mon phrases such as wOOt, l33t and nOOb;
it even contains an entry on UTD.
The UTD article is a prime example of
the collective knowledge of the Wikipedia
community, describing the university with
a level of detail that would be absolutely
superfluous for any standard dictionary.
Many other web based encyclopedias
have sprung up with the popularity of the
Wikipedia. Services like Uncyclopdia, The
Skeptic's Dictionary and Urban Diction

ary are starting to leach from Wikipedia
but with the exponential expansion of ar
tides in full swing it seems highly unlikely
that Wikipedia will have a competitor
anytime soon.
Already Coogle has a special direct
link to a Wikipedia article for most in
formational search items. This combined
with the creation of other similar services
from the creators of wikipedia such as The
Wiktionary (a Wikipedia style diction
ary), Wikiquotes (A community created
quote log) and Wikibooks(a collection of
collectively written free books) promises a
bright future for all that is Wiki.
For students this might be a risky
foundation for a paper claiming the sky is
red, but then again, what other dictionary
could possibly know who Temoc is?

' ' It's your standard
web based, community moderated, omni-lingual, omniscient website that tells you
everything about anything,
and then explains all the big
words with little ones.' '
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modest opinions
What is your favorite part of Wikipedia?
Its simplicity. And
its name.

David Muir
Junior Business
Administration

by Art Zachary
acz021000@utdallas.edu

resource for individuals seeking to quickly
reference new age, metaphysical, or dubious claims. It began with only 40 entries,
but now contains over 400 and receives
more than half a million visitors a month.
The wealth of information provided by the
site creator, Robert Todd Carroll, serves
as an invaluable resource to the pragmatic
among us. Should one be visited by adherents of Hollow Earth Theory, the skeptics
dictionary serves as the one resource necessary to debunk them.

Its got variety. It's
more than an official definition.
It's the common
man's definition.
Matt Evans
Freshman

cs

I like how it tells
you everything
about C.S. Lewis.
Jessica Krzyzanowski
Freshman
Psychology

That you can find
engineering stuff
on it.
Tejas Dave
Junior
Electrical Engineering

U ncyclopedia:
Formally defined as the "content-free
encyclopedia that anyone can edit," .Uncyclopedia fills the niche that is neglected
by such other resources as Wikipedia, or
dictionary.com. There are always at least
two sides to every story: the one serious
and composed of the truth, and the other
full of wild lies and sarcasm. Uncyclopedia functions as the provider of the latter,
giving the average internet user access to
a database of over 14,000 articles, many
complete with an appropriate Oscar Wilde "quote." Much valuable information is
made available by the Uncyclopedia. To
think, one could attend UT Dallas for his
or her entire college career without ever
having known that the giant Geo-driven
skull-cart outside of the art barn here on
campus functions as a "weekend shuttle to
Neverland." Thanks Uncyclopedia

Urban Dictionary:
For those that have to be on the cusp
of the culture of slang, the Urban Dictionary is probably already used as a lexcon-building resource. For those that lie
awake at night, racking their brains trying to come up with fresh, new, and different ways to use the word "drop" in a
generally accepted social context, the Urban Dictionary is here to help. Since its
inception in 1999, the Urban Dictionary
has accumulated some 170,000 entries
for just about anything one might define
as slang; any given day can see well over
1,000 new definitions added. The resource
is so popular that a paper reference Urban
Dictionary is to be published sometime in
October of this year, giving portable access
to over 2,000 of the most relevant defini-

tions from the website. With the help of

versity at College Station. It is located in the heart ofTelecom Corridor, and

Skeptics Dictionary:
Over ten years in existence, the skeptics dictionary is one of the oldest of its
kind on the internet. It was created to be a

the Urban Dictionary, one need not fear
being caught in any situation with a deficit
in slang knowledge, but can assert that he
is fully "bout it."

has its roots in the development of the Metroplex's high tech industry.

University ofTexas at Dallas
actual entry from Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia

The University of Texas at Dallas is a branch of the UT system, which,
despite its name, is located in the Dallas suburb of Richardson, Texas. Known
for its computer science, engineering and management programs among others, the average SAT scores of the school sometimes exceed that of the flagship university in the system. UTD is widely considered the third best Texas
public institute after the University ofTexas at Austin and Texas A&M Uni-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UTD
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Cindy She~haq.:

·ne lhat could?
Hijacked tratn or !tttle engt

by Bobby Janecka
janecka@utdallas.edu

"We haven't been happy with the way
the war has been handled ... The president
has changed his reasons for · being over
there every time a- reason is proven false
or an objective reached."
These are hardly the militant words of
the prominent figure that we all know and
love. As unusually tempered as they may
seem, they were the exact words Cindy
Sheehan used to express her family's sentiments about George W Bush and the
Iraqi war. Just this month she sounded
more like this:
"George Bush needs to stop talking,
admit the mistakes of his all around failed
administration, pull our troops out of occupied New Orleans and Iraq, and excuse
his self from power."
Somehow in fifteen short months,
Sheehan has transformed from a figure of
emotionally charged but reasonable criticism of the war to an irrationally furious
rhetorician of the left. If her comparison
of our troops' presence in New Orleans to
Iraq didn't shake her supporters, she certainly caused some head scratching three
days later when she attacked Senator
Hillary Clinton, of all people.
"She [Clinton] knows that the war
is a lie but she is waiting for the
right time to say it. You say it
or you are losing your job." It
may have given her some credibility as an equal opportunity
bipartisan aggressor, but it can't
be good PR for an activist of
such a liberal-associated cause
to bash one of the darlings of
the left.
As things stand today, she

is widely becoming ridiculed by the right
and disowned by the left. But where did
this grieving mother go wrong in her
quest to end the war and prevent a similar loss from visiting hundreds of more
mothers?
Hundreds across the Blogosphere have
their opinions, and the consensus on the
right is that Sheehan allowed herself to be
hijacked by a bevy of ardently-vocal banner waivers of the left. Rallied behind by
the likes of Michael Moore and MoveOn.
org, Sheehan soon become irreparably associated with
the left and the
partisan rhetoric
began to swallow her message whole.
Criticized
quite
vocally
by some on the
right for her
choice of bedfellows, Sheehan
at first enjoyed
fairly wide support and an almost
golden ticket with the
media. Over the past
few months, however,
certain unpopular views of
Sheehan's and accusations
that she cares more for
the
attention
than her

cause, all topped off with a healthy dose
of over-exposure, have worked to erode
the support she first enjoyed.
Take for example the contentious email
she allegedly sent last March to several
people that found its way to a Nightline
producer. In it she called the Iraqi war a
"Neo-Con agenda to benefit Israel," and
added that, "My son joined the army to
protect America, not Israel." Those are hardly sentiments you want
public months before trying to make a
statement as dramatic as the camp-in at
Bush's Crawford ranch. Thankfully
though, the email exchange was
chalked up as pure convulsion, hardly press-worthy,
and saw little play in
the later stories of her
prominent protest.
Unfortunately, that
email was hardly
Sheehan's
only
faux pas.
"[sic]
am
watching
cnn
and it is 100
percent
rita ...
even though it is
a little wind and a
little rain .. .it is bad,
but there are other
things going on in this
country today...

' ' The best thing she
could do for her cause is to
step quietly away from the
stage and let the new tide
of less-blemished voices
carry on the fight.

' '

and in the world!!!!" Sheehan wrote in a
September 24'h post to liberal blog, the
Daily Kos. Literally within twelve hours
the negative reactions began rolling in as
comments to the blog post. Suddenly the
accusations of Sheehan's selfishness found
their way from the conservative blogs to
those like Kos.
Still, Sheehan is not entirely without
her supporters. General Wesley Clark very
pointedly defended both Sheehan and his
decision to meet with her in an interview
with Bill O'Reilly that took place tli.e same
day. Michael Moore continues to prominently feature Sheehan's speeches and
emails as "Must Reads" on his website.
The September 24'h anti-war protest in
Washington D.C. was hailed by many as
a chance to "support Cindy Sheehan" and
"she won a roar of approval when she took
the stage."
All the same, though news articles
of Saturday's protest earned fair prominence alongside Rita's landing,
mention of Sheehan's name
"".,__ , was found paragraphs from
the end.
Sheehan would do well
to note the current momentum
of the anti-war movement
and her personal popularity.
Perhaps she might recognize that the best thing she
could do for her cause is to
step quietly away from the
stage and let the new tide
of less-blemished voices
carry on the fight .
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Shrubs, the young Bushes
Beyond Jenna and
Barbara, the First Family
has other talent waiting
in the ... err... bushes

by Clarisse Profilet
cnp021000@utdallas.edu

0

K, so it's a little low to pick on a politician's kids ... but there's no problem as
long as I'm not above it. So with that, I
just can't help but point out that Jeb Bush-the
patriarch of the other Bush clan and a champion of good Christian family values-is the only
member of his family not to have been arrested or
smeared on a police blotter. Check it out:
In 1999, mother/wife Columba falsely stated
on a Customs declaration form that she had
bought only $500 in goods during a jaunt to Paris-She didn't want her husband to find out about
her much more expensive ($19,000 to be exact)
shopping spree in the City of Lights. But once

back on American soil, customs agents caught
her with just that amount in jewelry, clothes, and
other knick-knacks. She had to pay a $4100 fine
when the maximum penalty could have been a
$19,000 fee. A good start, but she's no match for
her kids ...
We all know that all families have their share
of troubles. And, of course, it is always tough to
grow up in a dynasty. (AI Gore's son was busted
for speeding.) Is there good news for these misguided youths? Absolutely: Difficulty with the
law was no career obstacle for their uncle, and it
seems that with Bush family members there really is no such thing as a permanent record.

John Ellis, aka letiby

George P.

age 21.

age 29.

•
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When Wright goes wrong
by Adriane Bounds
adrianebounds@student.utdallas.edu

tial that restrictions again be lifted.
While Southwest launches 97 percent
of Love's flights, American is responsible
for more than 75 percent of the region's
flights. Even at maximum capacity, described in the Love Field Master Plan,
Southwest could not exceed 32 gates.
Compared to D /FW's 140, Love would
remain miniscule, and hardly a threat to
the large, successful airport. American
Airlines holds a monopoly. We must stop
it.
Why does D/FW need federal protection? In 1979, it was still developing,
but times have changed, and D/FW has
grown exponentially. Why should government protect the mighty? But they
claim that intended development, including a new international terminal, depends
on the Wright Amendment remaining in
place.
They also fear the loss of international
connecting traffic to Love. In truth, Love
would gain very little international business. Most people would still choose to
fly through D/FW on national flights,
simply because of the greater number

As members of a country born out of
oppression and limitless monarchial control, we claim to pride ourselves on the
concepts of constrained government and
a business-run economy.
Mter all, it was upon these basic philosophies that the United States was
founded, and by which individual freedoms and the rights of businesses have
thrived. By watching the world, we have
witnessed what can happen when government becomes overly involved in business
processes, yet we have supported national
legislation in its defense. Now is the time
to end it.
A significant current issue for the
Dallas-Fort Worth area is the Wright
Amendment, and the
• • • • • • • • • • • • • of options available
protection of a busithere.
ness' rights against a
Atotalof26s,ooo
national scheme to
jobs at D/FW, equalinfluence intrastate
ing $6 billion of percommerce and en- ' '
sonal income per year,
courage a monopoly.
supposedly depend
In 1979, Congress
solely on the amendpassed the Wright
ment's continued exAmendment, allowistence. However, D/
ing flights out ofDalFW offers corporate
las' Love Field into
relocations, enabling
Texas'
contiguous
the improbable loss
states: Louisiana, Atkansas, Oklahoma,
of jobs to be remedied by simple transfer.
and New Mexico. The main airline affect- But we should wonder, during D/FW's
ed was Southwest, which continues to be pathos-contaminated plea, what will
the primary carrier at Love Field. Prior to happen to the 5,500 families dependent
the amendment, Southwest could only fly on Southwest's Love Field, if it is conwithin the confines ofTexas, severely lim- tinuously held down.
iting its corporate options. If the a.mendMajor US cities support multiple
ment is repealed, Southwest will be free, airports in order to accommodate their
for the first time, to operate in an equal
high-volume traffic. The metroplex should
market with American Airlines.
beam with pride at the opportunity to ofMter a quarter of a century, it is essen-

American
Airlines holds
a monopoly. We
must stop it.
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Air Lift
illustration by Ben Dower

fer similar services to its citizens and visitors. Southwest should not be punished
for its resourceful use of the system. They
fly into Chicago Midway, Ft. Lauderdale, and Hobby, rather than the larger
O'Hare, Miami, and Bush Intercontinental airports.
None of the latter airports are failing.
And Southwest, unrestricted out of Hobby Airport, operates only 16 more daily
flights than Love Field. What is D /FW
afraid of?
While Southwest could receive a year of
free rent by taking over twenty-four gates
left empty by Delta, such a move would
split the Southwest system and elevate
costs for the airline. This would be bad for
consumers. More low fares at Love Field,
however, could help bring fares down at
DIFW, which currently holds one of the
highest rates in the country. This would

be good for consumers.
This statement by Southwest Airlines
CEO, Gary Kelly, appeared in the Dallas
Morning News last November. "North
Texas will thrive with changes to the
Wright Amendment. More competition
is good. Lower fares are good. Replacing flights lost from Delta's exit is good.
More jobs are good ... Times change,
as do laws. This is a free country. Let's
give North Texans the freedom to fly on
Southwest."
As Americans, we have the right to
make choices regarding business, which
monopolies to support, and which to
minimize. Currently, though, that fundamental right is being threatened. We can
opt not to act, telling the federal government that we don't mind being walked
upon. Or, we can stand up for American
principles, and fight Wright.
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But we are saying the same thing. My search for real DIVERSITY

by Ben Dower
kaiser.benjamin@gmail. com

A~ much as I love the interesting people I have met at college, going home for
the weekend always reminds me of the interesting people I won't meet here.
Last Saturday, for instance, I met up
with Bethany, a friend from high school.
She introduced me to Pete, a biker who
eats out of grocery store dumpsters and
plays the ukulele. We went to Bouldin
Creek Coffeehouse and while Pete sang,
"why are we such fools to rely on fossil
fuels," I met Carol, a lesbian selling her
artwork to donate money to Katrina refugees.
Later that night Bethany introduced
me to Rick, an old Vietnam vet she met at
the Sheehan protest. Apparently he wanders around now, singing songs about lost
limbs and cheeseburgers. At the Church of
the Friendly Ghost, this "multipurpose art
space" that was hosting some live
music, we met Sarah. At first
glance she didn't seem
unusual; she was still
in high school and
wore
teenybopper clothes. But
she knew all about
the plight of indigenous people
in Latin America
and studied languages in her spare
time.
When the weekend
was over, I said goodbye to
Bethany and headed back to
good ol' UTD. Back to college, and the
college experience. Back to my apartment
and my possessions. Back to my white
middle class roommates.
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I'm not telling you this because I hate
UTD or I think we need to throw out all
our worldly possessions, and it's not because college is devoid of diversity
or a counter-culture. Clearly we
meet people from all different backgrounds, ethnicities, and points of view.
However, sometimes
we forget that there
are two levels of diversity.
To put it another
way, even though
my roommates and
I come from different sized houses, chances
are we all want to live in a
house someday. Likewise, although there are a huge variety of
students here, we are all students. It would
be difficult to find someone who thought
college was a way of"subjecting our youth
to the construction of one set of social-

ized ideals on how they should act, think,
feel and berating those that reject it," as
Bethany put it.
"Yeah sure," you might say, "there are
some really weird people out there." But
that's exactly my point. There are some really weird people out there. A lot of them
in fact. And whether we agree with them
or not, they have something to offer us
that can't be found on campus.
There are hundreds of individuals living lives totally different from ours. I'm
not talking about the difference between a
small-towner and a city slicker, I'm talking
about the difference between wanting to
have one bed to come home to and relishing the bliss of freedom; despite the prospect of sleeping outside in the rain on a
regular basis.
On the whole, we take many commonalities for granted. Our beliefs might
be different, but our values are usually the
same. And that's probably a good thing.
But next time you see someone on the
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street with a beard down to his knees or a
woman with as much hair uader her arms
as on her head, don't immediately block
them out. Be on guard, sure, but don't be
afraid to talk to them. You'd be surprised
at what they have to offer.
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by Benedict Voit
benedict.voit@student.utdal.las.edu

Why America should let the market
decide the _rebuilding of New Orleans

T

he damage
horrific; the

failures embarrassing;
the lives lost tragic.
While the catastrophe
hit the South, it was
felt by all. The hearts
and the wallets opened,
and the American spirit
was determined to
reconstruct and restart.
It has been truly inspiring. Millions
upon millions of citizens have donated
in some form or fashion, all with the idea
of helping a friend out. Corporations
and businesses too sent special teams,
extra supplies, even free assistance to
do what they could to help. And not to
be outdone, Congress threw out its own
aid in the form of government m oney.

Bush poured his heart into his
message: "New Orleans will rise again."
Immediate aid packages of billions
upon billions of dollars flowed from the
Congressional desks.
Unfortunately for New Orleans,
the sector of those helping who are
least competent will be in charge of
reconstruction. Of course I'm talking
about the government.
Looking back at reports before the
storm, there are some interesting statistics.
Citizens who had the means were
packing themselves and leaving the city,
knowing better than to stay in the path
of a menacing hurricane. The business
sector also prepared. One report notes
that Black and Decker had employees
work Labor Day to change production
to power generators in order to anticipate
their need after the storm. Even insurance
companies, electric companies, and bigsuppliers such as Wal-Mart stocked up
on both supplies and personnel to prepare
for the aftermath.
What was the one sector that failed
to prepare? The government. And so it
comes as no surprise that those who were
dependant upon the government were
failed as well.
But that should come as no surprise;
for in reality, big government has been
failing N ew Orleans for decades.
If you look at the reason N ew
O rleans' citizens suffered much more
than they should have, part of it was the
government's unwillingness to secure
the levees before the inevitable Category
4 hurricane slammed into them . But
more so, the chaotic outbreak proved
that thousands of citizens really had no

respect for their city. Both situations
reinforce the main point well: the citizens
were too dependant upon the national
government.
The "Great Society" that started some
40 years ago had a grand dream of raising
America out of poverty. Yet 4 decades
and trillions of dollars later, what is there
to show? That those on the welfare
programs are still dependant upon
government help - the exact thing the
program set out to abolish. And for this
reason, when the floods came, you saw a
multitude of people in front of cameras
asking where the government was instead
of doing the work themselves. When the
government did come and tired to move
them into the SuperDome, theft and
pillaging broke out.
The public school system in New
Orleans was one of the worst in the
country, where a quarter of the population
had no high-school diploma. Over 25%
of the population was living below the
poverty line. Traditional family structure
was laughable at best, where nearly twothirds of those in poverty had no male
leader (i.e husband or father). Crime
was above the national average. And
worst of all, after destroying the national
protection. of the marsh es, the city was
built below sea-level.
So I ask, why then put the government
in charge of fa iling them again?
Columnist Steve Champman notes
that Jimmy Carter should be put in
charge of reconstruction: "As president,
Carter distinguished himself by failing
to free the hostages in Iran, failing to
vanquish inflation and failing to solve the
energy crisis. Were he to fail to rebuild

New Orleans, he'd be doing the country
a great service."
While the statement may be
unnecessarily harsh, Chapman and others
raise good points. A large portion of the
New Orleans population has moved away,

' .'
[l]t comes as no surprise
that those who were dependant upon the

gowemment were failed as well. '

'

and may never return.
And while the vibrant social life
inevitably will return, it should not be the
government that decides how, when or
where. People are taking a risk moving
into any national disaster zone (that
includes the educational and societal
infrastructure as well), and so they need
to be willing to pay the price. The market
will decide who will move back to New
Orleans. It will decide the time frame.
And most importantly, it will make the
decisions well. M aybe it will never be
exactly the same. But th at is far better
than the government trying to make it
so.
The market time and again has proven
itself more capable than the national
government. Americans should trust the
overwhelming evidence of the past, and,
the for sake of both New Orleans and our
national spending, allow the market to
lead-the reconstruction.
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by James Fickenscher
james.fickenscher@student.utdallas.edu

n the wake of the worst natural disaster
this country has ever had to face, America
only shows its pettiness and corruption
instead of coming together to help those
who are suffering from Katrina's fury.
As the death toll continued to grow, and
as the number of people fleeing their ruined
homes and starting new lives elsewhere
tragically rose, the American government on
both sides of tbe aisle has shown how little it
is concerned with anything but itself
As D emocrats take advantage of the
disaster to do the two things they love most
(raise funds while pointing their fingers
at Bush), Republicans attempt to create a
self-run committee to "investigate" Bush's
slow response in reacting to the horrible
situation.
This country has had two of the most
horrifically memorable
moments in
American history over the past four years:
the attacks of 9/11 and now Katrina.
Mter 9/11, the blame was easy to put in
the correct location. The evil mastermind
Osama Bin Laden had done the atrocious
deed. All of America rallied together to fight
this enemy, because there was a clear name
and face to rise against.
This time, however, there isn't a new
enemy to blame. There are no terrorists, no
organization like the Taliban orchestrating
attacks; only Mother Nature herself who
caused this.

I
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America doesn't want to blame nature but
something real, something tangible for what
happened. No one is really to blame for what
happened, but human nature instinctively
looks for something to help the recovery
process.
The Democrats see this happening, and
instead of spending their time raising funds
for the victims of this tragedy and rallying
countrywide support for them, they have
used the opportunity to inspire more hatred
for Bush and continually support no one but
themselves. Instead of helping the President
deal with this disaster, they only selfishly
continue their grudge against him and
spread nationwide contempt for him.
Even Democratic spokesperson Phil
Singer agrees to their mistake in trying to
raise funds through t}:!.eir petition against the
Bush-supported director of FEMA, stating

that "while the content of the letter is totally
valid, it should never have been linked to a
Web site that asks people to contribute to
political campaigns."
And things on the other side aren't looking
any better. The administration's lackluster
response to Katrina does indeed raise
question to their ability to lead the nation.
That by no means implies that the president
or his administration are responsible for any
of the natural devastation caused by Katrina;
no one was prepared for this.
However, after the decision was made to
put together a committee to investigate the
president's response to the disaster, President
Bush had the audacity to attempt to have that
committee headed by Republicans, ensuring
a "clean report". This was probably the
worst possible way to handle the situation,
politically and personally.

The question that is causing all of these
problems and conflicts already has an answer.
It simply isn't one that the American public
wants to deal with. That answer is that no
one is to blame for what happened to our
great nation on August 29'\ 2005.
Many Americans have trouble not putting
the blame on something or someone. Anger
is one of the easiest ways of dealing with pain,
and America wants to be angry at something
to help recover from this catastrophe.
As in all trying times, the American ~
public looks to our leaders for strength and
comfort, but I am afraid that our leaders have
proven themselves not only unfit to lead, but
also immature and selfish.
I am deeply grateful for everyone who
is taking strides to provide aid and relief
to those people who have been devastated
by Katrina, but sadly, I cannot say that any
of that thankfulness applies to our nation's
government.
When is America going to get over its
petty political differences and show true
bipartisan efforts? When are this country's
leaders going to live up their title?
The worst and most dangerous enemy
America has to face is itself. The United
States of America is crippling itself through
corrupt bureaucracy and internal division.
"A house divided against itself cannot - ~
stand." When will our government heed
this timeless, age-old wisdom? As our
country cries out for healing and love, our
government has only supplied hatred and
childishness.
If we as a nation manage to overcome our
own fears and hostilities, then no other force
in the world will ever be able to overpower
us. However, I don't foresee this happening
anytime soon. In God this country obviously
does not trust, but may He help us through
this dark time in our nation's history.
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Stiflin-g red-tape, uncoo inate'd government
agencies, not raci$_rn,_l_ed to poor response
~~....., -~~·· '",_

by Kimberley Allen
kim.allen@student.utdallas.edu

oor black folks in downtown New
Orleans ·stranded after Hurricane
Katrina had a right and a very good
reason to be angry. However, to play the race
card neglects to recognize that the ultimate
failure of the government response lays
buried beneath the behemoth bureaucracy
that is FEMA.
Aside from the fact that only President
Bush's personal circle could ever conclusively
prove he is or is not a racist, the issue is
irrelevant when it comes to responsibility for
natural disasters. As the parable goes, "rain
falls on the just and the unjust" alike.
It is a shame that rapper Kanye West's
impromptu comments at a benefit concert
needlessly turned the public's attention away
from the vital efforts to raise aid donations.
West's assertion that "George Bush doesn't
care about black people" outright ignores
members of his close personal cabinet like
Condolezza Rice and formerly Colin Powell.
Racism aside, the public has overestimated
the efficacy of our Commander-in-Chief
to rapidly slice through the red tape that
surrounded such a relief effort.
While it is easiest to mindlessly impugn
the president alone for setbacks in relief
efforts, many other factors contributed. To
blame Bush alone for Katrina's disastrous
response is to give him far too much credit for
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.what happens in the United States. Contrary
to popular belief, the Oval Office is not allpowerful and all-seeing, and it often does not
have the authority to independently control
each varying factor in each circumstance. It
si~ply c .ot streamli~~ b~eaucracy to the
necess~ m ll1 days after the
pomt th:
hurrica
lief efforts were1 slow; however
it had n~tfung to d6 with racism, if it had
anything'~9- do with Bush at a!}. . Katririis. real disaster, the':'~umbersome
bureaucnitic delays in distributiniLaid, ties in
to the 9-11 Commission's conclusions about
homeland security: lives were unnecessarily
lost due to expansive bureaucracy· and
incapable communication systems. With each
law-enforcing entity making its own decisions,
organizational structure and agreements were
insufficient. Frrefighters and police officers
had no effective means of communication,
and lives were lost in the chaos that ensued.
The same bureaucratic inefficiency played
out after Katrina. Each organization had its
own chain of command, making it difficult if
not impossible for them to collaborate. This
problem extends well beyond the power of the
president into the infrastructure and policies
that form the very core of these organizations,
FEMA in particular.
Beyond bureaucracy, few organizations
had the necessary authority to do what was
needed to be done. Fox News reported that
FEMA's relief efforts were preempted by
Louisiana's governor, Kathleen Blanco, who
would not give FEMA or The Red Cross
the authority needed to carry out operations.
The Red Cross told Fox News that state

Governor Blanco said, "Help in those critical
moments was slow in coming, not through
any fault of the president."
There were still further problems when
the cavalry finally arrived. Upon receipt of
supplies, refugees turned over rescue boats
and shot at rescue crews and -4elicopters.
Richard Zuschlag, chief executive · and
chairman of Acadian Ambulance Services,
told The Washington Post, "Both [Wednesday
and Thursday] mornings, we have tried to go
to Charity Hospital by boat and each time
we have been shot at ... The doctor there has
500 people inside his hospital and he is going
berserk." The Washington Post also reported,
"Angry crowds have repeatedly shot at rescue
crews. Pilots with a private rescue service were
fired on when they tried to air-drop supplies
at Kenner Memorial Hospital Wednesday
evening."
All of these factors were out of President
Bush's control. It wasn't that Bush was
unwilling to send aid to black Democrats in
New Orleans, and it wasn't that organizations
like the Red Cross were intentionally
negligent and unresponsive to cries for help.
While it's true that Bush's tax cuts also cut
into funding for levees, The Oxford Press
reports that Louisiana has been asking for
funding since ·1990, long before President
Bush came into office.
It's clear that the government must
reevaluate its approach to disaster relief and be
proactive. The responsibility for these changes
will extend beyond Bush, beyond this fiscal
year and beyond the current administration.
However it must be undertaken. We must

agencies deliberately kept aid from reaching

never again allow lives to be needlessly lost

the Superdome so as to deter victims from
flocking to the area. If racism played a part in
that decision, Bush was clearly uninvolved. As

at the hands of government failure after
surviving Mother Nature's wrath.

Before forming a committee
to investigate the committee
investigating emergency response to Katrina; and before
implicating Bush in a conspiracy to destroy the democratic
voting base, consider:
Pointing to racism ignores
the three centralproblems that
plagued New Orleans.

1. Bureaucracy
Four years after 9/11, and
we still haven't learned that big
government plus poor funding
produces incompatible results.
.,. As R:alph,'"'aldo Emerson
said,·~ foolish consistency is
the hobgoblin oflittle minds,
adored by little statesmen and
·· philosophers and·ruvines." 1£ J
the problem o!}meauc~cy in
· disaster aid is not ad<Lressed, it
will show up at every turn.

2. Gov. Kathleen Blanco
FEMA is a federal organization that cannot override
state and local mandates.
OrganizationslikeFEMA
can only exercise the authority they are given, authority
that Governor Blanco failed to
relinquish initially.

3. Victims' Response
Res~ue workers risk their
lives t~ bring aid to Louisiana,
and how do victims respond?
By shooting at them. Geniuses. M;aybe it's me, but I'd
get ,the impression they didn't
want to be helpe~. Either :way,
' , their response ,~~ less than
conducive to r~lief efforts'and
'~lglyBf~tly'delayed progress.
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